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Abstract: Understanding of depot level spare parts forecasting is needed for economical 

procurement of spares and effectively implementing the production planning from 

maintenance and logistics engineering perspective in military aviation environment. This 

paper reviews various existing techniques used in spare parts forecasting in aviation.  A 

deterministic model to set production targets and forecast depot level maintenance spares 

of military aircraft rotables is presented in this work.  
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1. Introduction  

In military aviation context, spares forecasting has a deep impact on sustainability of 

aircraft and equipment. Inaccurate forecasts can result in situations where the required 

spares may not be available at the right time thereby affecting the availability of the assets. 

The wrong estimates of the spares can also lead to stocking of non-moving or sparingly 

used spare parts. Spares forecasting solution should optimally balance factors like cost, 

maintenance requirement, aircraft availability, and utilization rate. Defense customers 

usually procure spares for new acquisitions based on the manufacturer recommended list 

of spares (MRLS). Subsequently, the spares requirement may be defined and justified 

through supportability analysis. The logistics support analysis, inputs from the design 

process and operational performance data eventually form the basis of spares forecasting 

in military aircraft MRO. Spares may be forecasted by considering variables like demand 

rate, procurement lead time, utilization rate, reliability indices like MTBF and failure rate, 

quantum of back orders, fill rates envisaged, assigned life of the component, residual life, 

probability of system availability, probability of system success with spares, inventory 

stockage level and inventory turnover rates etc. It is imperative to capture appropriate 

system details and dependencies in a forecast model for accurate results. The main 

objectives of this paper are mentioned as follows: 

• Briefly review various existing techniques used in spare parts demand forecasting 

in aviation.  

• Present a method of spares forecasting for depot level maintenance of military 

aircraft. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, a brief of review various forecasting 

methods used in aviation sphere is provided. In Section 4, deterministic model of depot 

level spares forecasting of military aircraft is presented. In Section 5 the proposed method 

is demonstrated on selected database. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.    

2. Notation             

 

3. Review of Forecasting Methods  

Spare parts forecasting can be done using forecasting models or it can be based on 

heuristic knowledge and institutional memory of an organization. Ghobbar and Friend 

(2003) found that only about 10% of airline operators use spare parts forecasting models 

and majority of operators’ base their forecasts on operational experience, manufacturer’s 

recommendations and budgetary constraints. Willemain et al. (2004) introduced a useful 

classification of methods, used in forecasting intermittent demand. A classification of 

various spare parts forecasting methods available in literature is shown in Fig. 1. The 

Qualitative methods are subjective in nature since they rely on human judgment and 

opinion. The Quantitative Forecast Methods are broadly classified as time series methods, 

causal methods and simulation Methods. Time series methods like moving averages, 

exponential smoothing methods, time series decomposition, and Box-Jenkins methods use 

historical data extrapolated into the future. The other methods like queuing models, Monte 

Carlo simulation and adaptive techniques may be used for spares forecasting through 

simulation. Simulation modeling paradigm can create simplified representation of a 

complex military aerospace demand forecasting system, which may be difficult to 

ASL Average service life 

TS Target stock level                                          

RR Repairable rotables in stock  

ED Total external demand in last 3 years 

EP Estimated production from current production period 

ID Internal demand from aircraft under overhaul  

SR Serviceable rotables in stock   

RP Serviceable rotables in pipeline 

EA External arising 

FR Forecast ratio 

FS Fleet size 

PT Production target           

PT1 Production target calculation by method 1        

PT2 Production target calculation by method 2      

QF Quantity per aircraft   

RA Repairable arising 

RI Rotables inventory              

RS Repairable stock            

SL Low desired stock calculator 

SN Normal desired stock calculator 

SS Serviceable stock           
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Time Series Methods Causal Methods 

Quantitative Methods 

Delphi Technique 

Qualitative Methods 

 

Market Research 

Jury Opinion 

Other Methods 

 

 

Additive Winter 
Correlation Methods 

Regression Models 

 
Econometric Models 

 

 
Component Service Life (replacement) 

 

 

Seasonal Regression 

Model 

 

Weighted calculation of demand rates 

 

 

Multiplicative Winter 

Weighted Regression Demand forecasters 

 

 Croston’s 
 
Single exponential smoothing 

 Exponentially weighted moving average 

 

 Trend adjusted exponential smoothing 

 

 Weighted moving averages 

 
Double exponential smoothing 

 
Adaptive-response-rate single exponential smoothing 

 

 
Box-Jenkins Method 

Queuing models 

Forecasting Methods 

Adaptive techniques 
based on fuzzy logic/ 
neural networks 

Monte Carlo Simulation 

mathematically tract using analytical approach. Simulation approach may be used to test 

certain hypothesis about how or why certain phenomenons occur in system. For example, 

hypothesis could be that system spares requirement increases in ageing aircraft. Products 

like Systecon OPUS 10, CATLOC, SIMLIX, MaDCAT etc. are widely acceptable for 

spare parts optimization and logistics support designing, life cycle cost analysis and 

simulation of support solutions in different operational scenarios.  

Figure 1: Classification of Forecasting Methods 

4. Depot Level Spares Forecasting for Military Aircraft   

Maintenance activities on military jets can be classified into operation (‘O’ level), 

intermediate (‘I’ level) and depot level (‘D’ level). The faults are fixed at flight line level 

by replacing Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) which are tested at ‘I’ level. The Shop 

Replaceable Units (SRUs) are repaired or replaced at depot level before coming back into 

the main flow as depicted in Fig.2 Military aircraft typically undergo an overhaul or depot 

level maintenance after specified operational hours and calendar life. 
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Figure 2: Typical Servicing Cycle of Rotables 

It is a key feature of aircraft Maintenance Repair and Overhaul (MRO) supply chains that 

movement of material occurs in both directions. The maintained and restocked items – 

referred to as rotables inventory mainly constitute the reverse logistics and thus aviation 

MRO supply chain is a closed loop chain (Hayek et al., 2005). MacDonnell and Clegg 

(2007) also highlighted that the inventory management of aircraft spares is different to 

conventional ‘produce and discard’ view of ERP systems mainly due to rotables inventory. 

Defense aerospace customers usually estimate the repair and overhaul requirements of 

their assets for an average period around five years, which becomes the spares forecasting 

horizon. This section presents a deterministic forecasting model to estimate the repairable 

arising for a forecast period based on empirical relationships. Based on the estimated 

repairable arising, spares required for depot level servicing are forecasted. 

4.1 Estimation of Repairable Arising 

The rotables repair/ overhaul arising can be from aircraft which are undergoing overhaul 

generally called internal demand or from retail accounts (operating units) when these 

require ‘D’ level maintenance, called external demand. Estimating the repairable arising in 

former case is relatively easy as it will be a function of planned aircraft overhauls and 

quantity fitted per aircraft. The external arising will mainly depend on fleet utilization, 

fleet size, and reliability figures of the rotables. As a first step, the formulation will 

calculate internal and external repairable arising over the forecast period.  The next step 

in the formulation is to estimate both repairable and serviceable rotables stocks. These 

inventories shall be estimated by an algebraic relationship between the current repairable 

and serviceable stocks, the past trends of external demand, forecasted internal demand and 

estimated production. The production targets for repair and overhaul should be calculated 

by considering plant capacity, target stock levels, the estimated repairable arising and the 

estimated inventories. The Fig.3 depicts a framework of setting production targets for 

rotables of a combat aircraft based on the proposed method. The model assumes stationary 
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SERVICEABLE STOCK (SS) 
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QF  

ED 

FS 

SN=075*FR*ED 

SL=FS*QF *0.25 
 

TS=IF (D2<5, SL, SN) 

TARGET STOCK LEVEL 

T=IF (RI<TS, PT2, PT1) + ID 
PT1=TS -SS+EA 

PT2=RS+0.75*EA 
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PRODUCTION TARGET (PT)  
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Data 
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IA=FS*QF 
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demand processes and assigns equal importance to events in recent as well as more distant 

past. It also assumes equal degree of uncertainty in forecasting demands in immediate as 

well as distant future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Framework of Production Target Calculation 
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4.2 Depot Level Spares for Rotables 

The production target set by the method proposed in Section 4.1 forms the basis for 

determining the spares parts required for depot level servicing of rotables. The 

determination of spares required will be guided by consideration of fixed and optional 

replacements. During depot level servicing of rotables, certain parts need compulsory 

replacement called fixed replacement spares, while other parts are optionally replaced 

depending on their condition. The forecasting of fixed replacement spares is 

straightforward exercise once production targets are determined. It will be a product of the 

set production target (PT) and the quantity fitted per rotable. The exercise of accurately 

forecasting the optional replacement spares is challenging and more so on avionics 

rotables where the failures may be independent of age, wear and tear. The past 

consumption, past production and set production targets are considered important 

parameters in estimating numbers of optional replacement spares. That is, 

Optional replacement spares = ((Past consumption/Past production) x Production Target) 

Mathematically, the formulation based on the sequence of calculations for setting rotables 

production target is elucidated in Table 1.  

Table 1:  Mathematical Formulation for Setting Rotables Production Target 

) SSRA   DS ( =Target Production

Else

) ID  )EA   (0.75  RS ( =Target Production

TS)(RI IF

)n  consumptioPast  x FR ( =Stock Target  
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) QF FS  0.25 ( =Stock Target  
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5. Example  

The sample data used in this paper consists of a fighter aircraft rotables. The defense 

customer considered in this work has depot level facilities for these rotables and the data 

required in the formulation is shown in Table 2. The part numbers of the rotables in the 

data have masked for confidentiality. The data lists past external consumption of each 

rotable for last three years and available repairable and serviceable rotables at the time of 

setting of production target for forecast period. The data also includes production from 

current production period and quantity of each rotable fitted per aircraft. The average 

service life used as statistical measure of reliability has been computed for the population 

as follows: 

 

 

In the given example, it has been assumed that the average service life of the rotables is 

400 hours and there are no serviceable rotables in pipeline. Assuming 10 aircrafts to be 

overhauled each year and considering a forecasting horizon of three years, evenly 

distributed production target computed using the proposed method is given in the last 

column of Table 2. Based on these production target figures, the estimation of optional 

replacement spares for one rotable is shown in Table 3. Spare parts forecast accuracy of 

the proposed method may be measured using the Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE), 

which is a simple, robust and a widely used forecasting accuracy measure.  

 

Table 2: Data for Production Target Setting 

Part 

number 

Description 

 

 

PEC 

of 3 years 

(ED) 

ASL RR 

 

SR EP QF PT 

XXX-

120T5A-3D 

Regulation Unit 

 

25 400 14 2 8 1 24 

XX-227-56 Autopilot 

computer 

39 400 14 0 17 1 25 

X-500-004 Navigation 

code converter 

30 400 13 3 4 1 16 

   

PEC: Past External Consumption, ASL: Average Service Life, RR: Repairable Rotables, EP: 

Estimated Production, QF: Qty per aircraft, PT: Production target calculated 

Table 3: Estimation of Spares 

Rotable 

Part No. 

Spare Part 

No. 

Description Qty per 

rotable 

Consump-

tion of the 

spare in 

last one 

year 

Production 

in past one 

year by 

moving 

averages 

Forecast 

Required 

Qty for 3 

yrs.  

250.70.00 Microcircuit 2 12 13 15 

XS.08.902 Synchronizer 1 7 13 09 

X-500-004 

Navigation 

code 

converter 

MX7.300.

80 

Relay 5 42 13 52 

Hours done since last repair during the review period
Average Service Life =

Number of  failures during the review period
 ∑
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6. Conclusion 

Spare parts forecasting in military aviation environment poses certain unique challenges 

from maintenance management and supply chain perspective. It is imperative to capture 

appropriate system details and dependencies in a forecast model for accurate results. This 

paper suggests a systematic approach towards forecasting of spare parts for depot level 

maintenance of military jets. The deterministic forecasting model proposed here estimates 

the repairable arising for a forecast period based on empirical relationships. Based on the 

estimated repairable arising, spares required are forecasted.  
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